The Publication of the Hamlin Lake Preservation Society—

Fall 2014

Annual Meeting Report
Aug. 8th 2014

A social hour and catered meal started the evening’s annual event.
Before the meeting began a moment of silence was observed for the
passing of Judy Thorp and Jeff and Sue Austin.
Dan Adams Ludington State Park Supervisor was the program presenter.
Pres. Bruce Pelletier

V.P. Ruth Crompton

Sec. Wayne Disegna

Treas. Kathy McGill

James Clark

Dan gave an interesting talk on the development of the state park. The
park was formed in 1926 when the Isaac Walton League bought and donated land for the park. The state park is now 5300 acres. The state park is
now supported heavily by an organization called “Friends of Ludington
State Park”.
After Dan’s talk a short business meeting was held.
The treasurer’s report was presented by Kathy McGill .
Water Quality Report
was given by Lynn Hoepfinger. Lynn reported on the clarity of the lake
and the weed and algae situation. In general the weeds and algae are not
as heavy as last year due mainly to the cooler temperatures this year.
The higher phosphorous levels appear to be coming from agricultural
from increased planting of corn. We are now testing for Phosphorus in
the lake bottom as well as the surface water. Most of the phosphorous
entering the lake is coming from the Sauble River. Phosphorous in the
lake water samples is running about 27ppb at the top and 190ppb at the
bottom of the lake. The phosphorous content in the muck at the bottom
of the lake is running about 1200mg/kg.
Fireworks
Since the 4th of July is on Sat. in 2015 ,HLPS display will be Friday July
3rd with a rain date of Sunday July 5th.
Fish Planting – Hamlin Lake gets walleyes every 2 out of 3 years. This
year we were not scheduled to get a planting. The Walleye Assoc. did
raise 316,000 walleyes for planting.
Election of new board members was held. Mr. Joe Musso was unanimously voted in as a board member.
Pictured are the board members for 2015 with the exception of Dick Todd
who was unable to be at the meeting.
A Good Time was had by all.

Alison Puffer

Wayne Andersen

Kent Gage

Mark Otto

Joe Muzzo

Lynn Hoepfinger
Gin Hluchan
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Hamlin Lake Preservation Society Board
OFFICERS
President, Bruce Pelletier
rb_pelletier@charter.net
Vice President, Ruth Crompton
rkcromp@msn.com
Recording Secretary, Wayne Disegna
wdisegna@frontier.com

Treasurer, Kathy McGill
kmcgill@lenzinsurance.com

DIRECTORS

COMMITTEES

Jim Clark

Government Relations—Norval
Stephens
Mailings—Kathy McGill
Membership– Gin Hluchan, Jim
Clark
Newsletter—Wayne Disegna
Karen Disegna
Special Events— Ruth Crompton
Fish—Wayne Andersen, Dick Todd
Water Quality—Lynn Hoepfinger,
Wayne Disegna, Joe Muzzo
Memorials—- Kathy McGill

Lynn Hoepfinger
Alison Puffer
Wayne Andersen
Mark Otto
Dick Todd
Gin Hluchan
Kent Gage
Joe Muzzo

HLPS is a tax exempt organization under Sec. 501(c) 3 of the IRS code.
All dues and contributions are tax deductible.

Hamlin Lake Currents
is published three times-a-year
by the
Hamlin Lake Preservation Society
P.O. Box 178
Ludington, MI 49431
Our educational objective is to
present articles on current concerns,
history, and activities pertaining to
Hamlin Lake.

Your contributions to this
newsletter are welcome!
Please address letters to:
Wayne Disegna
6647 W. Jackson Road
Ludington MI 49431
Phone: 231.843.6841
wdisegna@frontier.com
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Your comments are welcome!
E-mail Bruce Pelletier, President,
rb_pelletier@charter.net
or write to the
Hamlin Lake Preservation Society,
P.O. Box 178
Ludington MI 49431

All opinions expressed in this
newsletter are those of the authors
and are not necessarily
the opinions of the
Hamlin Lake Preservation Society.
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Hamlin Township
Transfer Facility on Dewey
Road
WINTER SCHEDULE
October 1—April 30
Wednesday and Saturday
9 A.M.—5 P.M.
SUMMER SCHEDULE
May 1—September 30
Monday, Wednesday, and
Saturday,
10 A.M. - 6 P.M.

HLPS has a website thanks to
Jim Clark .
Take a look at
www.hamlinlakepreservation.org
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THE PRESIDENT’S LETTER
As I write this letter, the days are getting much shorter
and the temperatures are struggling to reach 70 degrees.
I love the beautiful fall colors but dread the rapidly approaching end of summer. The normally warm summer
days were few and far between this year. It seems especially hard to face the fact that snow will soon be falling. I
enjoy living on the lake and watching the boats pass by
my Tamarac home. The smell of summer campfires and
weekend boat trips to the sand dunes with my grandchildren will be just a memory until next year. Even though
the summer seemed so very short, much has been accomplished by our Hamlin Lake Water Quality Committee. Working in conjunction with volunteers, they periodically collected samples of incoming streams and tributaries to identify possible sources of nutrient
input. Flow studies were also conducted to determine the total amount of phosphorus loading from
each inlet source. In this way, phosphorus concentrations can be correlated with stream velocity
measurements to determine total pounds of phosphorus entering the lake system on a daily basis
from each location.
Other water quality committee members conducted dissolved oxygen, turbidity and temperature measurements to profile these parameters as a function of depth. This data can then be used
to determine long term trends in our lake’s water quality. Samples were also collected at the deepest areas of the upper and lower lake basins to verify a concern that we may experience internal
phosphorus loading. This is a condition where water below the thermocline goes anoxic (deplete of
dissolved oxygen). Phosphorus locked up in bottom sediments can then become released back into the water column, making it readily available to fuel rapid algae growth. Dissolved oxygen and
temperature measurements therefore give us a level of predictability for having sudden algal
blooms. I won’t spoil Lynn Hoepfinger’s findings on this matter, but encourage you to read his water
quality report in this newsletter.
I am always amazed at the amount of talent we have in our organization. As President of
HLPS, I have been blessed with a group of very knowledgeable board members who work selflessly
to help preserve our lake system. Even more amazing is the fact that they all work so well together.
They may not always agree with each other, but they do respect each other’s opinions and contributions. I think this is an unusual quality for such a diverse group of people.
One important item I would like to bring to your attention is that our 2015 fireworks display
fund is still about $4,000 short of the amount needed to maintain the quality display we have come
to expect. Money cannot be taken from the general fund for this purpose. It must be specifically
donated to the fireworks fund. Please give some thought to adding in a few extra dollars to help ensure the continued success of this very popular event. Stay safe and we’ll look forward to seeing
you back on the lake again next summer.

Bruce Pelletier, President
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Changes Coming for Fireworks 2015
We had a very successful display on July 5, 2014. The wind dropped
enough as the sun set to assure a safe experience for boaters and shooters. Thanks to John Quiring for providing a spectacular and secure area,
Grant and Freesoil Fire Departments for dousing the few fiery remnants
that landed in the trees, a great group of pyrotechnicians led by Matt Bryant, and a Sunday morning clean up crew.
The Hamlin Lake display by tradition has been held on the Saturday closest to the 4th of July for many years. Next year the show will be Friday, July 3, 2015. The Zambelli
International pyro crew is already committed to a show at Silver Lake on Saturday. There are larger,
competing shows in Ludington and Manistee on July 4 stretching fire department and sheriff department resources.
Our second tradition is also challenged. Members direct their donations beyond the $20 annual renewal to fund our various programs. This year the amount directed by members toward the fireworks fund has been lower than usual. Our practice is to contract for the following year show based
on donations received by the end of December. The amount in the fund currently is considerably
less than the $9000 we have been able to spend the last few years. If you didn’t renew your membership yet, or didn’t contribute to the fireworks fund, or wish to donate more, please make certain
we receive the funds by December 31. (All such donations to HLPS are tax deductions. Payments
should go to our HLPS P.O. Box 178, Ludington 48431.)

Victory Twp. Park Update
Victory Township is proceeding with improvements to Victory Township
Park on Upper Hamlin Lake. This summer a new steel sea wall has been
completed. Also a swing set and sand box have been added near the pavilion to entertain younger children.
A very significant project to remove the existing boat launch and replace
with a new boat launch along with an expanded parking area for vehicles
with boat trailers is becoming a reality. The design and redesign work has
been completed to comply with wetland regulations. The project has been
designed to serve the need for an improved launch site with increased
parking without infringing upon adjacent wetlands.
Victory Township is currently accepting bids from contractors to perform this work. The township is
hopeful to award the project the first week of October and complete most of the work in 2014.
Victory Park has a magnificent view of Upper Hamlin Lake especially in the fall. The township encourages you to visit the park and enjoy the hiking trails and benches located for some great views
of the Upper Hamlin Lake .
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VIEW FROM THE COCKPIT
By Norval Stephens

What a strange year this was. More snow than most can remember, which meant that snowmelt put the lake almost at full height
even before the boards went in at the dam. The sailors were still
reveling in our win at America’s Cup. Now, our US entry in the
Round the World race is no higher than third. But our season is
over on Hamlin Lake.
Strange season, also. We had lousy weather to start, missing two
Saturdays, and then a wet, cold last day in August. But, we did get
six Saturdays in.
Of the 20 sailors who have boats, eight did get at least one race in.

Here are the results:
Rank

Skipper

Keith Crompton
Walt Eversman
Jim Clark
John Replinger
Dave Hall
Mike Eversman
Beth Eversman
John Bufkin

Points

25
32
34
45
49
53
54
55

The season lead was contested several times. Walt Eversman almost caught up with
Keith Crompton and Jim Clark had a string of four straight wins mid-season. In the end,
Keith Crompton’s victories in three of the four first races gave him the edge to the end.
There is never a bad time to talk about or think about sailing. That is apparently the strategy of the Eversman family, which
family had three members in the scoring column.
I was on the Lake for the last Saturday of the year—but for a wedding in our family. As I looked out on that chill and rainy day, I
would not have wanted to be both cold and miserable sailing. The
rest of fleet made the same decision. I can report that the rain
cleared just as the bride came down the hill to the lakeshore tent—at
4 PM. Well after the races for the day had been scrubbed.
But, there will be another year and another great day on the water.
That is my view from the cockpit.
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Big Sable River Watershed Report
The Big Sable Watershed Restoration Committee has had a very successful summer on the river.
We completed two major projects this summer.
The first was a macro invertebrate survey of the river. Plans are to make this an annual event,
we will continue the survey each year to monitor water quality. Survey results indicate a healthy river.
The second project was the completion of a significant in-stream habitat project. The completed
large woody debris work in the river is very impressive. What impressed me most with this project
was the cooperation of many people contributing to the success of the project and sharing their
passion for the river. From the initial planning to the completion of the last piece, everyone involved
in the project cheerfully offered their time and expertise.
Our committee, with input from CRA Biologist Chris Pierce and Michigan DNR Fisheries Biologist
Mark Tonello, chose this section of river based on the favorable water temperature for trout and
need for in-stream habitat for macro invertebrates, trout, reptiles and other wildlife.
Working with the riparian landowners in this area of the river was very enjoyable. All were very willing and cooperative in providing access and wood required for the project. One parcel of property
had three generations of the family involved in the project.
Shawn Kanouse of Kanouse Outdoor Restoration executed the work very well and were great to
work with. They communicated very well with property owners, Conservation Resource Alliance
(CRA) Biologist Chris Pierce and the Big Sable Committee.
I admire the completed project for its value to the river and its inhabitants and all the people that
contributed their time, money and expertise to the success of the project. Passion for the river is a
very strong motivation for people.
Casey Ressl of CRA added: “Part of our work at CRA is restoring the natural flow and function of
our rivers. Another part is collaborating with the many partners that cherish those very waters. This
summer’s work on the Big Sable River embodied both elements of our mission.
We’re proud to report over 200 ft of whole tree revetments were placed on U.S. Forest Service
property as well as 45 in-stream habitat structures between Darr Rd. and just below US-31. Survey
work is underway for the next phase of habitat improvement work. Thank you Wayne and the Big
Sable Watershed Restoration Committee for all your hard work and dedication!”
BSRW is currently planning our 2015 projects with the scope of work to be determined in early October.
2014 has been a very gratifying experience seeing the cooperation of so many people sharing
their resources and talent for improvements to the Big Sable River.
In West Michigan we have so many interesting watersheds to enjoy and the opportunity to contribute to their well being. We all love Hamlin Lake and the Big Sable River but I would encourage you to visit some other rivers
and lakes in Northwest Michigan. Each lake and river is about
to
show its colors of autumn.
Best Regards
Wayne Andersen, Chairman
Big Sable Watershed Restoration Committee
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HLPS Board of Directors
Minutes of Sept. 23, 2014 Meeting
Those attending: Lynn Hoepfinger, Dick Todd, Jim Clark, Bruce Pelletier, Wayne Andersen, Ruth Crompton, Alison
Puffer, Joe Muzzo, Kathy McGill, Ginny Hluchan, David Mahannah, Richard Puffer, Shelley Crompton, Mara DeChene,
Judi Cartier
Pre-meeting Concerns regarding the lowering of the lake on the third Monday of October were addressed. An
open discussion prior to the meeting ensued. In summary: letters from members Steve Wendell (South Bayou) John
Vengen (Piney Ridge Bay) were read, statements were made by David Mahannah, and numerous others, Wayne Johnson shared his recollection of DNR’s favorable conditions for fish and wildlife by not lowering the lake any sooner than
necessary. The lake is a public body of water and usage/ access is diminished when the lake is lowered not allowing
recreational and sporting activities. Storms and floods are not necessarily autumn occurrences.
The meeting was called to order at 7:40 pm. by President Bruce Pelletier.
Lynn Hoepfiner proposed the following motion, seconded by Wayne Andersen and Dick Todd:
Request is made to Jim Gallie of Ludington State Park to do minimally a trial run this year (2014) of not lowering the
lake until the Monday after Thanksgiving or first surface ice.
The motion was unanimously passed.
Treasurer’s report
Kathy McGill gave the treasurer’s report. The fireworks account is low and currently only $5,403. Monies need to be
raised. A check will be written from the fish fund to the Mason County Walleye Association for $2,845. Motion was
made by Ginny Hluchan and seconded by Ruth Crompton to donate $1,000 in memory of Susan and Jeff Austin to the
Hamlin Township for the Wilson Hill Park, unanimously passed. Kathy was contacted by the Attorney General’s office
about financials they claim to have not received although they were filed. There are new laws and a long and complicated registration process which she is addressing.
Water Quality
Lynn Hoepfinger gave a report on the status of the lake. The temperature of the lake was 2 degrees below normal. Bottom muck samples were loaded with phosphorous. Lake phosphorous levels were within the normal range. Lake phosphorous near the bottom (where the muck goes anaerobic) a substantial release occurs. Eg., upper lake on 8/18/14 top
phosphorous was 27 ug/l and the bottom was 490 ug/l. In May, before low oxygen levels drop on the bottom, numbers
were 40 and 30. Over the deep basin in the lower lake, top and bottom phosphorous were nearly the same and no significant oxygen depletion occurs. The streams phosphorous levels were determined from March through August (mainly
the Big Sable, Freeman, Davis and Dennis) The following assumptions were made: Snow melts and spring rains contribute the significant amounts of phosphorous. The majority comes from the Big Sable river (79%) The ratio of ortho
phosphate in feeder streams was higher in May and June. 88% of the phosphorous in Freeman was ortho form indicating the source as manure and fertilizers.
Wayne Andersen mentioned that Davis and Freeman creeks have been declared as Designated Trout Streams. It was
suggested that we obtain a core sampling from Hamlin possibly by Annis Water Resource for testing and composition
and possibly historical value.
Victory Park
Wayne also shared the update on Victory park. Permits have been issued for a new boat launch targeted for completion by October of this year. It will be 24 feet wide and accommodate two launchings, The trails are beautiful and frequently hiked. Vandalism has been reduced. The sea wall is complete and there will be a floating dock in the spring.
A check was requested from general funds to the Victory Township for the improvements.
Scholarship
No report on scholarship.
Big Sable Watershed
Big Sable Watershed reported by Wayne Andersen as follows: A management plan for the watershed would be highly
beneficial. A minimum plan would probably cost approximately $15,000 to $20,000 and involve a volunteer force. The
Conservation Resource Alliance (CRA) in Traverse City would be the most expert contact for this endeavor.
New Business
Dick Puffer stated that the Hamlin Lake Association should be dissolved as it is no longer functioning and he is the only
surviving member. Money will be transferred to the HLPS in the amount of $7,000.
Wayne Andersen expressed concern over missing signage on forest service roads along upper Hamlin. Signs and barricade have been removed by campers and they are illegally camping within 200 feet of the lake. Proper authorities
have been notified.

White Pine Village Cabin Project
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Jim Clark stated that the White Pine Village cabin project is nearing completion. Ginny Hluchan mentioned that next
year they will need furnishings and the interactive educational displays.
Membership
Late submission from Jim Clark regarding membership dues: 140 members have not paid their annual dues in order to
renew their memberships. Your expiration date is on your mailing address label of the Currents. Applications will be in
Currents and direct post cards will be mailed. We currently have 255 members. A year ago at this time we had 344.
With no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 9:20 pm.
Respectfully submitted by Ginny Hluchan

Special Thanks
"Water Quality Samplers"
The extensive water quality testing HLPS is doing would not happen without lots of volunteers.
Thanks to all those who gathered samples and data this year. They are Bob & Peggy Haverberg,
Keith and Ruth Crompton, Wayne and Karen Disegna, Wayne Andersen, Lynn Hoepfinger, Bruce
Richardson, Jim Clark, Kent Gage, Joe Muzzo, and Bruce Pelletier.

Sargent Sand Company
The Hamlin Township Fire Department purchased two (2) Basic LIFEPAK Defibrillators along with
two (2) Replacement Infant/Child Reduced Energy Defibrillation Electrodes from a $4,670.10 donation from Sargent Sand Company. This equipment will be a great asset to the Hamlin Township Fire
Department as the LIFEPAK 100 Defibrillators are the most powerful basic life support tool for emergency medical services.
Steve Vandervest, Hamlin Twp. Fire Chief

Dates to Remember
Annual Dinner Meeting

HLPS Fireworks
Display

(New for 2015)

Friday July 3rd

June 19th or 20th
Hamlin Twp. Hall
Hamlin Lake Currents
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Hamlin Lake Preservation Society
Treasurer’s Report
Aug. 8th, 2014

Jan-2014
Balance

Deposits

Disburs.

57415.97

18,329.00

(20,160.16)

55,584.81

0.00

4840.00

0.00

4840.00

193.00

444.00

32231.18

1516.00

1106.09

1739.00

Water Quality

5655.05

1987.00

(3970.09)

3671.96

Fireworks

8559.69

5532.00

(9000.00)

5091.69

Land Reserve Project
(Land Purchase)

2,623.52
1,000.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

2,623.52
1,000.00

0.00

100.00
1130.00

1130.00

6009.00

1041.00

7050.00

38.44

0.00

Membership Dues*
Riparian Mag. Subscrip.

637.00

CONTRIBUTIONS:
General Fund

Fish Fund (Walleye Assoc)

(7190.07)

26557.11

2845.09

.

Memorials
Judy Throp Memorial Fund
Historic Cottage
Sailing

100.00

0.00

38.44
55,584.81

WEST SHORE BANK CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT
Maturity

Issue

Date

Value

Interest

June 2013

#90107

(interest=.55%)

8/24/13

8246.26

101.65

8347.91

#92039

(interest=.3%)

5/23/13

10143.91

79.00

10222.91

#92040

(interest= .3%)

5/23/13

18145.71

141.32

18287.03
36857.85

PO ACCT.
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Two Hamlin Lakes
Based on water quality measurements, upper Hamlin and lower Hamlin behave like two separate lakes.
Phosphorus levels are always higher and clarity is lower in the upper lake. Algae blooms are more prevalent
in the upper lake. Another distinguishing characteristic is the oxygen/temperature profile over the deep basins. Below are profiles in the deep basin of the lower lake and the deep basin in Sunset Bay. Notice the
temperature drops dramatically and the oxygen levels go to almost zero in the upper lake. This does not happen in the deep basin of the lower lake. This is significant in that phosphorus is released from bottom muck
under anaerobic (no oxygen) conditions. Phosphorus promotes algae blooms and rooted plant growth which
are more prevalent in the upper lake. Anaerobic conditions don't develop in the lower lake which correlates
with lower algae growth and higher water clarity.

Lower Hamlin Lake

DO mg/l

August 2014

Temp C

DO mg/l and Temperature, C
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Upper Hamlin Lake

DO mg/l

August 2014
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(Oxygen/temperature data gathered by Wayne and Karen Disegna. Graphs by Jim Clark.)
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Water Quality
Special Study Report
The study to determine possible causes of algae blooms in Hamlin Lake was continued. Temperature and phosphorus levels were
obtained in the summers of 2013 and 2014. New equipment was purchased for temperature measurements, stream velocity measurements, bottom muck sampling and bottom water sampling. Over $5000 was spent for this equipment and for certified laboratory
testing.
Stream velocities were determined monthly for the Big Sable River, Dennis Creek, Davis Creek, and Freeman Creek. Over 100
phosphorus results were obtained from tributary streams, bottom muck, bottom water and surface water. Weekly temperatures of
Hamlin Lake surface water were obtained as well as monthly oxygen/temperature profiles. From this data, phosphorus loading from
various sources was obtained.
So I won't bore you with lots of numbers, here are some of the important findings:







The 2014 summer lake temperature average was about 2.5 degrees cooler than 2013. The summer air temperature average
for 2013 was lower than 2012. These lower temperatures contributed to the lower algae blooms of 2013 and 2014. The
algae blooms the last two summers were fairly typical.
The bottom muck has very high levels of phosphorus, part of which is released when the bottom water loses it's oxygen.
2014 lake phosphorus average was about 25 ug/l which is in the normal historic range. We concluded that phosphorus
loading this year was about the same as previous years.
Based on stream velocity and phosphorus measurements, about 88% of the phosphorus comes into Hamlin Lake from
spring run-off in March, April and May.
The Big Sable River contributes about 79% of the total phosphorus input.
Significant phosphorus comes from Freeman Creek--about 15%.

So what are we doing with this information? Because there is substantial phosphorus loading coming from agricultural areas, we are
working with USDA and Forest Service personnel to identify possible point sources and educate the farm community.

E.Coli Results
2014

"Swimmer safety" was evaluated again this past summer. The same 25 historical sites were sampled and tested for E.Coli. All values were well below the MDEQ action limits.

The Very Unscientific Zebra Mussel Study--Final Report
Unless someone wants to continue the program, this was the last year of the zebra mussel study. We have 12 years of data and participation is dropping off. There has been a total of 24 participants, but only about 12 per year. Some of our findings are listed below.



Mussels don't grow well in the Middle Bayou, South Bayou and in the shallow parts of the upper lake.
The mussel population seems to be stable and lower than the original "infestation." This is a common phenomenon of a
newly introduced species as overproduction occurs in the beginning and then nature rebalances itself though predation.
 There don't appear to be any quagga mussels in Hamlin Lake. (Quagga mussels are "outcompeting" and replacing zebra
mussels in Lake Michigan.)

The fish in Hamlin Lake are probably helping to control the zebra mussel population. Perch and suckers are known to include zebra mussels in their diet.
 Zebra mussels are known to improve water clarity by feeding on algae. According to our Secchi disk studies, water clarity
has been decreasing slightly since 2003. This correlates well with the decline in zebra mussel populations and an increase
in algae growth. (Water temperature and nutrient levels also contribute to algae growth.)
Thanks to all of those who participated. Comments can be sent to lhoepfinger@gmail.com.
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